Dublin, Ireland, 16-18 January 2019

SUBJECT | Minutes of the 9th Management Committee Meeting of COST Action
CA15104 “Inclusive Radio Communication Networks for 5G and beyond
(IRACON)”

16 JAN 2019

1. Welcome to participants
Prof. Claude Oestges, Chair of the Action, opened the meeting on January 16th,
2019, at 9.00 am. The participants were welcomed by the Local Organizer, Prof.
Conor Brennan, Dublin City University. Information about the local arrangements
were provided to the audience.
The Chair acknowledged the fulfilment of the quorum, i.e. at least two thirds of
the COST countries participating in the Action are represented at the 9th MCM.

2. Adoption of agenda
The agenda of the 9th MCM was adopted without modifications, based on the
online version previously circulated.

3. Approval of minutes and matters arising from last meeting
(MCM7, Cartagena and MCM8, Podgorica)
As previously anticipated by the Chair, the meeting in Dublin was the occasion to
approve the minutes of the previous two meetings: 7 th meeting in Cartagena and
8th meeting in Podgorica.
With no further comments from the attendees, the minutes of both events were
officially approved.
The Chair reminded to sign the official attendance list for each day of the meeting
attended and to sign one attendance list for each WG/EWG attended. No
reimbursement of travel expenses (for those entitled to) will be processed if
attendance lists are not duly signed.
The Newsletter Meeting among the members of the steering committee will take
place on Wednesday at 6 pm sharp in the room “PG09”.
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4. Status of the Action
The Chair moved on to update the audience on the overall status of the Action.
Here below the main figures presented:
Partners
▪

Number of signatory countries: 35 (out of 36)

▪

Number of MC Members: 66 (+ Chair)

▪

Near Neighbour Country Institutions: 4 approved

▪

International Partner Country Institutions: 13 approved and activated, 1
conditionally approved:

The Chair reminded that contributing to the Action is important and that Action
participants must fulfil some obligations, namely:
COST Country institutions & Near Neighbour Country institutions
▪
▪

Commitment to have contributions (TD, tutorial, etc.) at least at ONE
meeting / training school per year
Deregistration from the internal website access if not fulfilled

International Partner Country Institutions
The Chair reviewed the rules for accepting an IPC in the Action, i.e.:
▪
▪
▪

mutual benefit (COST rule)
scientific excellence (Universities)
role in industrial context (Industries)
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▪
▪

technical topics and WGs addressed
geographic balance

The obligations for IPCs are similar to those of the other Partners:
▪
▪

Commitment to have contributions (TDs, tutorial, etc.)
meetings/training schools per year
Deregistration from the internal website access if not fulfilled

at

TWO

Important Reminders
The Chair went on to remind the participants about some important procedures
and internal rules of the Action, such as: reimbursement eligibility, deadlines and
procedures, e-Mailing and acknowledgments.

DEADLINES AND PROCEDURES
The Chair reminded everyone to request TD numbers and submit TDs on time!

Those entitled to a reimbursement should always keep their original supporting
documents (tickets, receipts, invoices), even after uploading the claim on the eCOST.
E-MAILING AND

ACKNOWLEDGMENT

The Chair reminded that is it very important to acknowledge the Action, because
it is one of the few metrics to show that the Action is doing well.
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Afterwards, the Chair reported about the activities, events and dissemination
actions that had taken place since the last MC meeting in Podgorica and reviewed
the future steps:
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ECI Representative
The Chair reviewed the definition of ECI, i.e. an Early Career Investigator, maximum
8 years after the PhD (in this case no PhD degree after June 1, 2010).
The role of the ECI Representative in the Core Group (one-year mandate) is to
participate in the core group discussions and in the preparation of the MC meetings
Newsletter as editor and blog moderator.
The ECI Representatives of the previous/current Grant Periods were:
▪
▪
▪

Margot Deruyck (BE) was elected for Year 1
Luca Feltrin (IT) was elected for Year 2
Conchi Garcia Pardo (ES) was elected for Year 3

The election of the next ECI Representative for Year 4 will take place during the 10th
MC meeting in Oulu, in May 2019. Applications are welcome. The GH Secretary will
send an email with the deadlines and the procedure to follow.

5. Review of action deliverables
The Chair updated the participants on the status of the technical deliverables (in
green the deliverables already provided):
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The Chair focused particularly on the timelines of Deliverables 6 and 7, to be
submitted respectively in March and May 2019.

DELIVERABLE 6 TIMELINE
Edition
✓ WG chairs are the editors
Content
✓ Defined by WG(s)
Schedule
✓ Draft version by this meeting
✓ Delivery by March 31, 2019

DELIVERABLE 7 TIMELINE
Edition
✓ WG chairs are the contributors
✓ Chair and Vice-Chair are the editors
Content
✓ 1 page per WG/meeting
✓ Scientific results and dissemination activities (no equations!)
✓ Will be published on IRACON website
Schedule
✓ Draft version by March 31, 2019
✓ Delivery by May 31, 2019
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6. Final Book
The Chair provided an update on the preparation of the Action’s final book, which
is intended as a report on the TDs presented throughout the 4 years.
He presented the different options and publishers available to publish the Final
Action Book. The MC unanimously agreed to choose an open access publication,
which will be covered by the Final Action Dissemination Grant to be requested by
the Chair.
The final Table of Contents was reviewed:
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7. Action sustainability
The Chair moved on to update the attendees on the action sustainability. Anyone
with ideas is warmly encouraged to present their contributions on a shared
document, which will remain open.

8. Report from the Grant Holder
On behalf of the Grant Holder – Prof. Roberto Verdone – the Chair reviewed the
changes to the budget allocation, which had been approved following a budget
top-up from COST:
1. Increase the LOS for the training schools in Dublin and Lyon (from 1000
EUR to 3000 EUR);
2. Increase the number of training school grants;
3. Increase the number of STSMs and the maximum budget per each STSM
(from 1200 EUR to 1500 EUR)
4. Add and partially fund (through grants(reimbursements) one training
workshop, to be held Dublin.
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He then showed the Updated Work and Budget Plan for Y3, after the top-up:

As well as the current Status of expenditures and the expected final balance:
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9. Report from Training Manager (STSMs, Training Schools and
Tutorials)
The Training Manager, Prof. Laurent Clavier, reviewed the list of Training School
that had taken place in the previous Grant Periods:

Then he presented the Training Schools, which took or will take place during GP3,
namely:

And the proposed training schools for GP4, which are still being discussed:

The upcoming Training School in Barcelona was then presented more in details,
with the collaboration of the Local Organisers Carles Antón-Haro (CTTC) and
Adriano Pastore (CTTC):
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Finally, the Training Manager reviewed the list of STSMs that had been organised
throughout the Action:
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The reasons why an STSM application could be rejected were summarised as
follows:
1. Not enough experience (Master Students) → and a risk of non-continuity
2. Topics a bit far from the core of the activities (antenna design)
3. Involvement in the action questionable …
4. Application received too late
The Training Manager encouraged the attendees to submit further applications
during GP3, as long as the involvement in the action is clear, the subjects are
within the Action objectives and they contribute to the networking of active users.
In addition to the online procedure, applicants should send the Training Manager
a copy of the workplan, including the requested budget (max: € 1500). The
document should include a detail of what will be achieved during the mission, the
preparatory work and the outputs (including a TD).
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10.

Report from Dissemination Manager

The Dissemination Manager, Prof. Luis Correia, reviewed the Dissemination
Actions that are taking place, namely:

IRACON SPECIAL SESSIONS

IRACON WORKSHOPS

PARTICIPATION IN COST-ORGANIZED SPECIAL SESSIONS

He then updated the attendees on the use of IRACON SOCIAL MEDIA:
▪
▪
▪

A Dissemination list will be created specifically to inform about PhD
training events.
The Leaflet is meant as a high-level introduction of the Action and it is
updated after each meeting.
The Action Newsletters are all available at www.iracon.org under
“Publications”, a new issue is to be expected after each meeting.
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▪
▪

The Blog (www.iracon.org/blog) should be used to launch discussions
and/or express views.
For all other socials (Instagram, youtube, facebook, linkedin),
contributions should be sent to the Secretary.

11.

Presentation and Discussion of Technical Documents

The Chair informed the audience that a total of 85 TDs will be presented during
the Working Group meetings and shared the schedule:

He also stressed that the Working Groups discussions should address the
following topics:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Next deliverables (Spring 2019)
Joint activities with H2020 projects
Tutorial offers for upcoming meetings
Final book
Joint activities (experiments, papers, etc.)
Short Term Scientific Missions among participant institutions
Next action: focus and architecture

12.

Invited speakers

Before closing the first part of the MC Meeting, the Chair advised that the
Keynote session will be held in the plenary room, on 17 January at 14:00-15:45.
The invited speakers for the 9th MC&WG meeting are:
▪

Kenneth Dwyer (Decawave, www.decawave.com)
✓ Introduction to UWB Network Topologies and Applications
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▪

Ultan Mulligan (ETSI)
✓ Standardization Solutions for Researchers

▪

Ihab Zine & Philip Caffrey (COMREG, www.comreg.ie)
✓ Mobile Handset and Building Materials Testing

18 JAN 2019
The Management Committee Meeting resumes on Friday at 11:15 am.

13.

Action sustainability

The Chair explained more in detail the rules to submit proposals for the next Action.
There should be at least 7 proponents from 7 different countries, but there is no
upper limit. Furthermore, a quota with regards to the COST Inclusiveness Target
Countries has to be fulfilled, which is equal or greater than 50% (as per COST
Action Proposal Submission, Evaluation, Selection and Approval (COST 133/14;
http://www.cost.eu/proposal_sesa), chap. 4 and Annex II).
Those interested should send and email to Claude Oestges. It is important that
emails are sent from the email address used to create the personal e-COST
account, as proponents are added on a e-COST list.
A shared document is made available to everyone who wish to include
suggestions.
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14.

Final book

He then reminded what are the deadlines for the Final Book of the current Action:

15.

Future Meetings

The Chair reviewed the next meetings that will be organised within the Action.

UPCOMING MEETINGS
▪

10th IRACON MC/technical meeting (with workshop?)

✓
✓
✓

Dates: 27-29 May 2019
Oulu (FI)
Organizers: U Oulu/Keysight

FUTURE MEETINGS
▪

11th IRACON MC/technical meeting (with joint workshop?)

✓

Dates: 4-6 Sep 2019
✓ Gdansk (PL)
✓ Organizer: Slawomir Ambroziak

▪

12th (final) IRACON MC/technical meeting and workshop
✓
✓

16.

Early 2020 (before March 22), e.g. end of January?
Louvain-la-Neuve (BE)

Reports from Working Group Chairs

The detailed WG reports are attached to this document.
DWGs
1. Sana Salous and Katsuyuki Haneda reported about the activities carried out
within WG-1 (radio channels)
2. Hanna Bogucka and Jan Sykora reported about the activities carried out
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within WG-2 (PHY-MAC)
3. Silvia Ruiz and Hamed Ahmadi reported about the activities carried out within
WG-3 (NET)
EWGs
1. Wim Kotterman and Moray Rumney reported about the activities carried out
within WG-OTA
2. Erik Ström and Chiara Buratti reported about the activities carried out within
WG-IoT
✓ Slawomir J. Ambroziak and Kamran Sayrafian reported about the activities
carried out within SWG IoT-Health
3. Carles Anton and Klaus Witrisal reported about the activities carried out
within WG-LT
4. Florian Kaltenberger and Mark Beach reported about the activities carried out
within WG-RA

17. Liaisons with International Bodies, Standards and Projects
The Action is involved with several international bodies and other projects:
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18.

Close of Meeting

ACTION POINTS
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